EXPLANATORY KEY FOR VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN)
Volvo VIN Code 1 2006 Model Year - United States & Canada

Example: YV1 M S 38 2 6 5 2 049843

Pos 1-3 Manufacturer Code:

YV1 Volvo Passenger Car [not XC70 and XC90]
YV4 Volvo Multi-Purpose Vehicle (MPV) [XC70 and XC90]

Pos 4 Vehicle Series:

C = XC90
M = S40, V50, All-New C70
R = S60
S = V70, XC70
T = S80

Pos 5 Body Style:

C = All-New C70
H = S40 AWD, S60 AWD, S80 AWD
J = V50 AWD
M = XC90 5-Seater AWD
N = XC90 5-Seater FWD
S = S40 FWD, S60 FWD, S80 FWD
W = V50 FWD, V70 FWD
Y = XC90 7-Seater FWD
Z = XC70 AWD, XC90 7-Seater AWD

Pos 6-7 Engine Version:

38 = B5244S4 S40/V50 2.4i FWD - Automatic in all States except CA, NY, MA, VT, ME, RI, NH / Manual in all States
39 = B5244S7 S40/V50 2.4i FWD - Automatic only in the States of CA, NY, MA, VT, ME, RI, NH and Contiguous States
52 = B5244T5 S60 T5 FWD - Automatic / Manual
54 = B5244T5 S60 T5 FWD - Automatic / Manual
59 = B5254T2 S80/S60/XC90 2.5T FWD/AWD, V70 2.5T FWD, XC70 AWD - Automatic Only
61 = B5244S S60/V70 2.4 FWD - Automatic in all States except CA, NY, MA, VT, ME, RI, NH / Manual in all States
64 = B5244S6 S60/V70 2.4 FWD - Automatic only in the States of CA, NY, MA, VT, ME, RI, NH and Contiguous States
68 = B5254T3 S40/V50 T5 FWD/AWD - Automatic/Manual, All-New C70 - Automatic Only
85 = B8444S XC90 V8 AWD - Automatic Only

Pos 8 Emissions:

0 = SULEV+ (Super Ultra Low Emissions Vehicle) / Engine Codes 39 and 64
2 = ULEV2 (Ultra Low Emissions Vehicle) / Engine Codes 38, 59, 61, 68, 85
7 = LEV2 (Low Emissions Vehicle) / Engine Codes 52, 54

**Pos. 9 Check Digit:**

0 - 9 and X

**Pos 10 Model Year Code:**

6 = 2006 year models

**Pos 11 Factory Code:**

1 Torslanda Plant Sweden (S80, V70, XC70, XC90)
2 Gent Plant Belgium (S60, V70, S40, V50)
J Uddevalla Plant Sweden (All New C70)

**Pos. 12-17 Serial (Chassis) Number:**

6 digit number

1 Note: Volvo Cars of North America, LLC Vehicle Identification Code (VIN) Decoder, 2006 Model Year. All engine versions are 50 state vehicles except for engine versions 39 and 64, (Partial Zero Emission Vehicles.)

All-New C70 is a late model year introduction